The idea of this paper is to investigate intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) generalizations and make one step further into that direction by introducing interpolative Boolean algebra (IBA) to Liu's generalized IFS. First, we aim to give an overview of the existing attempts to generalize or alter the definition of IFS and to underline the most general approach. Further, Liu's bipolar I-fuzzy sets (LBIFSs) are introduced as the most universal case of Liu's generalized intuitionistic fuzzy sets. Finally, IBA-based operations are introduced to deal with LBIFS. In the proposed LBIFS-IBA approach, all Boolean laws are fulfilled. The special attention is dedicated to laws of the excluded middle and contradiction.
Introduction
In the presence of imprecise information it is a challenging task to comprehend and present information in a proper manner, and further to use it to make good decisions. Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) theory, proposed by Atanassov [1] , is the valuable tool for information presentation and manipulation. IFSs are considered as a generalization of traditional fuzzy sets, by incorporating not only degree of membership, but also degrees of non-membership and non-determinacy (uncertainty). Operations and relations over IFSs extend the relations and operations over fuzzy sets [3] .
As the one of the many extensions of fuzzy sets, IFS are thoroughly studied from both theoretical (e.g. [2, 3, 5] ) and practical point of view (e.g. [11, 12, 14, 23, 24] ). Further, IFS are used as a basis for different enhancements, such as interval valued IFS [4] . However, in this paper, we will focus only on the variations and generalizations of IFS definitions in the sense of IFS-interpretational surface. Consequently, we will also reflect on the problems of estimating degrees of membership and nonmembership to a certain IFS [3] .
Interpolative Boolean algebra (IBA) is a consistent [0,1]-valued generalization of classical Boolean logic [19] . IBA is introduced in IFS theory in IFS-IBA approach [16] . On the one hand, it has brought the desired mathematical properties to the approach, and on the other, provided flexibility since various t-norm operators may be applied as operators.
In this paper, we aim to define a generalization of IFS -Liu's bipolar I-fuzzy sets (LBIFS) as a special case of Liu's intuitionistic fuzzy sets [13] . LBIFS extends classical IFS-interpretational triangle to interpretational square, enabling more descriptive power. Further, we introduce IBA-based operations over LBIFS. Finally, we show that the operations defined in the proposed LBIFS-IBA approach satisfy Boolean laws. The special attention is devoted to the validity of the laws of excluded middle and contradiction. This paper is organized as follows. The basic notation and the most prominent generalizations of IFS are listed in Section 2. In Section 3 the brief overview of IBA is given. The introduction of IBAbased operations on generalized IFS is presented in Section 4. Finally, the main conclusions and potential directions of future work are presented in Section 5.
Generalizations of intuitionistic fuzzy sets
Intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is a well-known generalization of the traditional fuzzy set theory [3] . IFSs take into account both membership and nonmembership of an element to a certain set providing the greater description power comparing to traditional fuzzy sets. In literature, IFS are often called Atanassov IFS. Definition 1 [1] . An intuitionistic fuzzy set A in a universe X is defined as an object:
represent degrees of membership and non-membership of the element x to the IFS A, and for every xX  the sum of degrees of membership and non-membership is:
The definition of IFS implicitly includes the existence of a certain level of uncertainty (the degree of non-determinacy)
Each IFS may be graphically represented within IFSinterpretational triangle [3] , given in Figure 1 . IFS in the vertex (0,0) is totally undefined, since its degree of non-determinacy is equal to 1. Vertices (0,1) and (1,0) represent special cases of IFSs that are reduced to classical crisp sets. Further, IFSs that are on the hypotenuse of IFS-interpretational triangle may be observed as classical fuzzy sets since these in cases there is no uncertainty ( 1, 0
One of the main issues in IFS theory is possibility to extend the definition of IFS in terms of IFSinterpretational triangle. There are numerous attempts to extend interpretational surface or to establish addition dependence between membership and non-membership degree.
The approach proposed in [17] suggests including a restriction of logical dependence between membership and non-membership degree.
Definition 2 [17] . A generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set A MS in a universe X in the sense of [17] is defined as an object:
In other words, at least one of the degrees of membership and non-membership should be less than 0.5 if minimum is applied as t-norm. Therefore, , 0.8, 0.4
IFS in the sense of [17] , while it is not IFS.
In [7] , authors introduced 7 various generalizations and/or alternations of IFS definition, along with the suitable graphical interpretation 1 . One of the proposed IFS alternations is given in the following definition and illustrated in Figure 2 .
Definition 3 [7] . A generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set A DOJ in a universe X in the sense of GAIFS5 in [7] is defined as an object:
It should be noticed that of the approaches in [7] , IFS of root type, is proposed parallelly in [22] .
In [10] , authors parameterize definitions of root type IFS proposed in [7, 22] .
Definition 4 [10] . A generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set A JN in a universe X in the sense of [10] is defined as an object:
Another parameterization of IFS definition is proposed in [13] . The main idea of the paper is to extend IFS-interpretational surface by introducing parameter L.
Definition 5 [13] . Liu's generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set A L in a universe X is defined as an object:
The example of Liu's generalized IFSinterpretational surface for L=0.6 is presented in Figure 3 . Liu's generalized IFS offers the greatest generalization power for L=1, transforming interpretational surface to square. This special case of Liu's generalized IFS may be observed as the most general among the listed approaches.
Operations on generalized IFSs are realized in a same manner as classical IFS operations. Therefore, the algebra on generalized IFS has same properties as IF algebra.
Although the most of IFS generalizations are intuitive and mathematically correct, the question of practical justification and applicability of the proposed approaches arises. The most of the papers on this topic exclusively provide a mathematical apparatus for generalization, but not an explanation of why generalization is needed; neither provides necessary interpretation nor the application guidelines. However, there are several papers dealing with the application of listed approaches, mainly for similarity measuring [6, 18] .
Interpolative Boolean algebra
Interpolative Boolean algebra is a consistent generalization of classical Boolean algebra in the sense that all elements of Boolean algebra [19] . In IBA, all Boolean axioms are preserved and used as a basis for Boolean consistent fuzzy logic [20] and IFS-IBA approach [16] . By distinguishing the symbolic and valued level, IBA focuses on the structure instead on the values as in conventional multi-valued algebras [20] .
On the symbolic IBA level, each logical function is transformed to generalized Boolean polynomial (GBP), i.e. a polynomial that consists of BA elements as variables, and generalized product (  ), standard plus and minus as operators. 
.
On the other hand, the rules for transforming primary elements
The valued level is introduced after the transformation procedure has been completed. All primary elements in the obtained GBP are valued in a [0,1] interval, and suitable operator for generalized product is selected. Generalized product is a subclass of t-norms; i.e. it satisfies all four axioms of t-norms (commutativity, associativity, monotonicity, boundary condition), and the additional axiom -nonnegativity condition [21] . The choice of generalized product is based on the nature of the   BA  elements and/or correlation between them [8, 15] . For instance, minimum should be used for elements of the same/similar nature. For the elements that are statistically independent (i.e. different by nature) standard product should be utilized.
IBA for generalized IFS
In this section, we aim to introduce IBA-based operation on the generalized IFS. In more details, we utilize pairs of generalized Boolean polynomials to realize logical operations on the most comprehensive form of Liu's IFS.
Liu's bipolar I-fuzzy set. Since we will focus on Boolean properties of the proposed approach, it is not appropriate to name the approach 'intuitionistic'. Therefore, we introduce a notion of Liu's bipolar Ifuzzy set (LBIFS) as a special case of Liu's generalized intuitionistic fuzzy set when L=1. Bipolar I-fuzzy set was proposed as an alternative term for IFS during the terminological debate [9] and it seems to be suitable in this case. Definition 6. Liu's bipolar I-fuzzy set A B in a universe X is defined as an object:
The uncertainty (the degree of non-determinacy)
calculated in the same manner as in IFS theory:
The example of LBIFS is presented in Figure 4 . LBIFS-interpretational square is given in Figure 5 . This surface extends classical IFS-interpretational triangle.
Figure 5: LBIFS-interpretational square
LBIFSs in the vertices (0,0) and (1,1) are totally undefined, since the absolute value of uncertainty is equal to 1 in both cases. However, these LBIFS differs in meaning since the uncertainty differs in sign. Therefore, the uncertainty of LBIFS may be interpreted in the similar as Pearson correlation coefficient: the absolute value of the uncertainty depicts the level of uncertainty, while the sign explains the origin (i.e. whether functions of membership and non-membership overlap or not).
IBA-based operations over LBIFS.
The IBA-based operations of conjunction, disjunction and negation (intersection, union and complement in set notation) over LBIFS are defined in the following manner:
In case of complex logical expressions, IBA transformation rules should be applied.
Operations of conjunction and disjunction are realized in the same manner as in IBA-IFS approach [14, 16] and they may be perceived as analogous to the conventional IF operation. The operation of negation is derived on the basis of negation operators for classical fuzzy sets. The proposed operator is not valid in IFS framework, since:
stands only for a classical fuzzy set ( 1
However, this negation is valid for LBIFS. It implies that for starting LBIFS A B , the uncertainty of its negation B A  is same in absolute value, but different in the sign except in the case of classical fuzzy set:
The proposed negation satisfies the double negation rule, i.e. it is an involutive negation operator, since:
Boolean properties of LBIFS-IBA approach. Since IBA-based operations and transformation rules are directly applied for dealing with LBIFS, all Boolean properties, including the laws of contradiction and excluded middle, are satisfied in general case. These two Boolean laws are of a particular significance in the area intuitionistic, fuzzy and IF logic and it is often a theme for debate. Therefore, the validity of contradiction and excluded middle is investigated in details.
In IFS theory, the validity of the law of excluded middle is studied in four forms: 1) tautology form; 2) intuitionistic fuzzy tautology (IFT) form; 3) modified law of excluded middle in tautology form; 4) modified law of excluded middle in IFT form [3] . However, in this paper, we consider only the classical tautology form, since it assumes the strongest condition.
As it is shown, the law of excluded middle is a tautology in the proposed approach.
The law of contradiction is also studied in the tautology form.
Therefore, it is proven that the law of contradiction is valid in LBIFS-IBA approach.
Conclusion
In the last decades, generalizing the definition of classical fuzzy sets as well as IFSs is very important and actual topic. Authors are mainly concentrated on altering the definition of IFS in order to achieve more descriptive power, while the interpretability and operations over generalized IFSs are not in the focus.
In this paper, we have introduced LBIFS-IBA approach. More precisely, we have defined logical operations based on IBA over generalized IFS, Liu's bipolar I-fuzzy sets. LBIFS is a special case of Liu's generalized IFS with the greatest descriptive power, extending IFS-interpretational triangle to LBIFSinterpretational square. On the other hand, IBA-based operations of conjunction and disjunction are defined in the same manner as in IFS-IBA approach, while the new involutive negation operator is proposed herein. Further, we have studied the validity of Boolean laws in the proposed approach, with the special attention to laws of excluded middle and contradiction. It is proven that these laws are valid in LBIFS-IBA approach.
The aim of future work is to evaluate the applicative value of LBIFS with IBA. One of the directions is to extend IBA logical aggregation operator to deal with LBIFS. Furthermore, we aim to define similarity measure for LBIFS and compare it with classical IFS similarities on various clustering and pattern recognition problem.
